
OLSBERG – Confort convection
heaters with electronic thermostat
provide fast and easy heat

natural heating comfort

Confort – designed for direct natural convection

The OLSBERG range of Confort panel heaters create direct and instant heat
within a room. Cool air is conveyed from below into the Confort where it is
heated by specially-shaped aluminium wing radiators and then evenly
discharged back into the room through the slatted air-outlet grille.

Confort heaters can be used anywhere heating is required. They allow areas
such as living, dining, hallways, rumpus rooms, bedrooms, bathrooms, en
suites etc. to be quickly and effectively heated. The range is very suited to
bathrooms, as the heaters have protective insulation and are splash-proof.

Confort heaters are plug-in, wall-mounted and can be easily installed. They
are available in a choice of five models (500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2400W).     



Confort Convection Heaters by OLSBERG

Authorised Stockist:
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Confort: cut-away
1    Epoxy-coated housing

2    Slatted air-outlet grille

3    Selection switch: 
      k = normal mode
      w = lowered by 4°C 
      0 = off

4    Potentiometer for setting the desired 
      room temperature 
      (H– 9 ± 5-35°C)

5    Room temperature controlled with     
      electronic circuit board

6    Power triac (for noiseless switching)

7    Safety termperature monitor

8    Room temperature sensor 
      (concealed in rear wall of the heater)

9    Specially-shaped “RX-Silence”             
      aluminium wing radiator

Colour: RAL 9010 pure white
IP21 Drip-proof

Confort – direct silent heat

Heat is emitted silently and, with three
times the heat distribution area on the
shaped aluminium radiators, it is
emitted three to four times faster than
conventional radiators. The heat is
completely noiseless because Confort
heaters are cast in one piece and held
flexibly in place by plastic brackets.

Temperature is controlled by means of
a digital electronic thermostat with an
accuracy of 0.1°C. This is achieved
through an impulse switch which
frequency-switches the heater element
according to the difference between
the actual and set temperature.

The temperature can be reduced by 4°C
with the night-reduction switch. 

State-of-the-art 
production
methods and 
top quality
components

Confort: specifications
Model                Rating        Voltage    Thermostat       Dimensions (mm) Heater
                            (W)               (V)               (°C)                    H x W x D (kg)

15/192        500        230       5–35       440 x 340 x 80 3.4
15/194       1000       230       5–35       440 x 420 x 80 4.2
15/196       1500       230       5–35       440 x 580 x 80 5.3
15/198       2000       230       5–35       440 x 740 x 80 6.5
*15/199     2400       230       5–35       440 x 900 x 80 7.8

* Flex only, no plug
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